**Information Box Yogic Flying:** Test results obtained with a person who was practicing Yogic Flying on a modified balance of Sartorius (total load 100 kg, reproducibility ± 1g with PC online data registry), are shown in the subsequent two Figures.

The two peaks marked as B and C, however, do not follow this pattern. As can be seen on the enlarged peak C in the lower Figure, only a relatively weak positive 1st peak (with only +26% share of the total peak group) occurs, followed by an essentially stronger negative 2nd peak (with a greater proportion of −60%!) before the weight change of the person after a dampened positive 3rd peak (with +14%) returns to the baseline, see also the information given in the upper Figure. A strong body movement, such as hard beating downwards of hands or arms did not happen in the test. Therefore the decrease of weight by −14.9 kg at peak C cannot be explained as resulting from purely mechanical movements. The two peaks B and C, and some other smaller peaks, indicate that during the subjective exercise of Yogic Flying by the person seated on the scale, weight diminishing, non-classical levitation effects have occurred, that could be measured objectively in the experiment. This corresponds to the comments in the text, that Yogic Flying results from the enhanced absorption of field-quanta of subtle matter with negative sign by the person practicing Yogic Flying. About such quanta with a negative sign it is known from the experiments, however, to have negentropic healing power, i.e. causing material and subtle metabolic psychosomatic regeneration effects when acting in higher intensity on a living system, see Fig. 21, but also Fig. 44 and 45, as well as the information box „Meditation“. Since the regenerative effect of these absorbed field quanta reaches spatially far beyond the gross body the results in Fig. 42 and 43 will also be understandable.
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